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ABSTRACT

the concepts of interconnectedness and multiplexity resonate globally in contemporary higher 
education, legal practice, and in citizens’ social and economic experience, where engagement 
takes place daily over distances mediated by information and communications technology. 
meanwhile, literature regarding student transition identifies student engagement as a key 
to their retention – yet australia’s universities are struggling to compete with our students’ 
employment and caring obligations. Is it possible for lecturers to retain an engaging presence 
with our students who are more likely than ever before to be distant from campus? how might 
we provide opportunity and experience to our students, beyond their own community and 
campus? Is it possible, or even desirable, for us to compete with texting, facebook and other 
social media used by our students within and without the physical classroom? In this paper, the 
authors explore the world of blogging and micro blogging (twitter) as a means of mediating 
engagement with students, lawyers, academics and other interested and interesting people 
around the world. through the use of auto-ethnographic case studies of their own experiences 
with blogging and micro blogging tools, the authors propose that far from being a distraction 
from student learning, these tools have the potential to open up an international professional 
collaborative space beyond the physical classroom, for both academics and our students, 
from their first year experience through to practical legal training and continuing professional 
development.

I. InTRoduCTIon

much has been written about the role of information communication technology (‘Ict’) in 
higher education, which reflects some concerns. these concerns are: whether there is a divide 
between digital natives (students) and digital immigrants (academics)?1 how do we bridge that 

* senior lecturer, school of law, James cook university
** phd candidate, deakin university.
# senior lecturer, law faculty, monash university.
1 marc prensky, ‘digital natives, digital Immigrants’ (2001) 9(5) On the Horizon; sue 

bennett, Karl maton and lisa Kervin,‘the “digital natives” debate: a critical review of 
the evidence(2008) 39 (5) British Journal of Educational Technology 775; neil selwyn, 
‘the digital native – myth and reality’(2009)61 (4) Aslib Proceedings 364.
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divide?2 how can academics use Ict to enhance student learning?3 how can Ict be used to 
assess learning?4 Is Ict better than face-to-face teaching? What are the risks involved in using 
Ict?5

While this debate continues, scholarly literature including books, journals, and case and 
statute law are increasingly found online,6 student enrolment systems go online, universities 
sign up to facebook and twitter,7 staff and students are allocated space in the ‘cloud’ for data 
storage, and university content management systems have their own ‘apps’ suitable for mobile 
use.8 despite the extent to which we find our academic lives immersed in Ict, academics still 
wonder how it can sensibly be used in educating our students.

In the arena of the academic’s tripartite work life (teaching, research and engagement) Ict 
again plays a significant role. expectations of innovative and engaging teaching reaching out to 
the so-called digital native student and navigating content management systems contrast with 
the 19th century research culture of double blind peer review journals (until recently ranked 
in australia according to esteem). likewise, community engagement is just as likely to occur 
through school visits and faculty open days as through press releases to the mainstream media.

Increasingly, reports are emerging of academics overwhelmed by the task they face to meet 
various outcomes. one of the reasons for this seems to be a lack of understanding of just how 

2 JIsc, Emerging Practice in a Digital Age: A Guide to Technology-Enhanced Institutional 
Innovation (higher education funding council for england, 2011); adrian Kirkwood and 
linda price, ‘learners and learning in the twenty-first century: What do We Know 
about students’ attitudes towards and experiences of Information and communication 
technologies that Will help us design courses?’ (2005) 30(3) Studies in Higher 
Education 257; pauling, brian, ‘engaging the digital natives’, in terry evans, margaret 
haughey, and david murphy (eds.), International Handbook of Distance Education 
(emerald group publishing, 2008), 385.

3 Jocasta Williams and michael fardon, ‘ “perpetual connectivity”: lecture recordings and 
portable media players’ (paper presented at the Ict: providing choices for learners and learning, 
singapore, 2007); helen beetham and rhona sharpe (eds), Rethinking Pedagogy for a Digital 
Age: Designing and Delivering E-Learning (routledge, 2007); david boud, and michael prosser, 
‘appraising new technologies for learning: a framework for development’ (2002) 39(3/4) 
Educational Media International – ICTS and Media: Refereed Papers.

4 J W gikandi, d morrow and n e davis, ‘online formative assessment in higher education: a 
review of the literature’ (2011) 57(4) Computers & Education 2333.

5 tara brabazon, digital hemlock: Internet education and the poisoning of teaching (university of 
new south Wales press, 2002); tara brabazon, the university of google: education in the (post) 
Information age (ashgate, 2008); robin goodfellow and mary r lea challenging e-learning in 
the university: a literacies perspective (mcgraw hill, 2007).

6 christine l borgman, Scholarship in the Digital Age: Information, Infrastructure and the Internet 
(the mIt press, 2007).statutes and case law are found in particular through free platforms such as 
the australasian legal Information Institute <http://www.austlii.edu.au/> and its equivalent sites in 
jurisdictions overseas, but also through proprietary databases.

7 twig marketing, Twig Marketing Australian University Facebook Index 2012 (2012); brian 
Kelly, ‘Institutional use of twitter by russell group universities’(14 January 2011)UK Web 
Focus<http://ukwebfocus.wordpress.com/2011/01/14/institutional-use-of-twitter-by-russell-group-
universities/>; brian Kelly, ‘social analytics for russell group university twitter accounts’ (28 
June 2011) UK Web Focus <http://ukwebfocus.wordpress.com/2011/06/28/social-analytics-for-
russell-group-university-twitter-accounts/>; ‘top 10 in social media in he’ Science Guide (21 
december 2010) <http://www.scienceguide.nl/201012/top-10-of-social-media-in-he.aspx>

8 see eg blackboard, ‘blackboard mobile overview’ <http://www.blackboard.com/platforms/mobile/
overview.aspx>; moodle, ‘mobile moodle faQ’ <http://docs.moodle.org/22/en/mobile_moodle_
faQ>.
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Ict works, and how it may serve as a tool for teaching and for research and engagement.9 It 
seems that students too may resist new technologies and a blended curriculum design.10

against this background, literature on the transition experience still identifies lack of 
engagement in campus life as a predictor of students at risk.11 because retention is a measure 
of university success, the third generation approach to first year12 has resulted in significant 
institutional resources being devoted to addressing student engagement – often with a focus 
on attendance on campus. an increasing focus on work integrated learning and student contact 
with the legal profession is seen as an important strategy to support an authentic learning 
environment within which to nurture the emergent professional identity of the student and to 
maximize student learning.13

In this paper we pose the question: can Ict provide a means by which to align the academic’s 
work with student learning and engagement? through collaborative auto-ethnography14 this paper 
seeks to provide an insight into how an academic might use the particular Ict tools of blogging 
and micro-blogging as a means by which to navigate the complex terrain of contemporary 
practice while engaging students in a learning and professional community. Importantly, this 
methodology affords concrete examples of the ways in which these tools mediate interactions 
between academics, professionals, students and the wider community. additionally, it offers 
an integrated rationale for using these technologies as a means to participate in a globally 
connected community. 

II. BloGGInG, MICRo-BloGGInG And MulTIplexITy

In 2006, black provided a comprehensive description of the evolution and nature of the blog:
a blog is a website where regular entries are made (such as in a journal or diary) and presented 
in reverse chronological order. they often comment on the news or on a particular subject, such 
as food, politics, or music. some are personal online diaries.15

9 betty collis and Jefmoonen, Flexible Learning in a Digital World (routledge, 2002); evrim baran, 
ana-paula correia, and ann thompson, ‘transforming online teaching practice: critical analysis 
of the literature on the roles and competencies of online teachers’ (2011) 32(3) Distance 
Education421.

10 nf Johnson, d mcdonald and t brabazon, ‘rage against the machine? symbolic Violence in 
e-learning supported tertiary education’ (2008) 5(3) E-Learning 275.

11 Kerri-lee Krauseet al, the first year experience in australian universities: findings from a 
decade of national studies (centre for the study of higher education, university of melbourne, 
2005); craig mcInnis, signs of disengagement? the changing undergraduate experience in 
australian universities (centre for the study of higher education, faculty of education, university 
of melbourne, 2001); craig mcInnis, richard James and robyn hartley, trends in the first year 
experience: In australian universities (centre for the study of higher education, university of 
melbourne, 2000)

12 sally Kift, Karen nelson and John clarke, ‘transition pedagogy: a third generation approach 
to fye: a case study of policy and practice for the higher education sector’ (2010) 1 The 
International Journal of the First Year in Higher Education 1.

13 t foley et al, ‘a puppy lawyer Is not Just for christmas: helping new lawyers successfully make 
the transition to professional practice Working paper series (June 30, 2011); margie rowe, moira 
murray and fiona Westwood, ‘professionalism in pre-practice legal education: an Insight into the 
universal nature of professionalism and the development of professional Identity’ (2012) 46(2)
The Law Teacher120; Kathy douglas and belinda Johnson,‘legal education and e-learning: online 
fishbowl role-play as a learning and teaching strategy in legal skills development’ (2010) 17(1)
eLaw Journal: Murdoch University Electronic Journal of Law 28.

14 f ngunjiri, K hernandez, and h chang, ‘living autoethnography: connecting life and research’ 
(2010) 6(1) Journal of Research Practice [editorial].

15 peter black, ‘uses of blogs in legal education’ (2006) 13 JCU Law Review 8.
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at that time, black cites It commentator technorati as having tracked over 60 million blogs.16It 
is now considered almost impossible to accurately calculate the number of blogs and there are 
now a number of sites hosting free blogs: anyone could set one up. one of these alone, Word 
press, reports 72.5 million blogs today,17 up from 32.5 million blogs in mid 2011.18 likewise, 
tumblr set up in 2007 and already has over 50.5 million blogs, with over 55 million posts a 
day.19 there are many more blog host sites.

technorati provides a breakdown of what kinds of people blog, and what they blog for. 
It identifies hobby and professional bloggers – distinguishing those who make money from 
blogging and those who do not.20 the primary purposes are personal, topical and corporate. 
While a personal blog for example may chart one’s weight loss journey it could likewise 
comment on politics or current affairs. a corporate blog will seek to keep clients informed or to 
sell a product. the focus of this paper is on the topic blog – a blog with a single interest focus 
that may be either personal or run by a team – and in particular, legal blogs either professional 
or academic.

not only does the number of blogs and blog posts continue to rise exponentially, but so does 
the influence of blogs: both on their readership directly, as well as more widely. Indeed the 
influence of blogs on current affairs has become so great that contemporary journalism has had 
to search for a means of distinguishing itself as a profession from the hobby commentator,21 and 
mainstream media is feeling the pinch of free news, seeking a means of capturing an income 
via the blogosphere.22

a. Microblogging
blogging has evolved further since the launch of twitter in July 2006. twitter is a form of 
microblogging– by subscribing to twitter, the subscriber can send information in the form of a 
140 character message known as a tweet. the subscriber can elect to ‘follow’ other accounts, 
and others can follow the subscriber.23 through following accounts, or searching the platform 
on a particular topic, the user can view a ‘stream’ of tweets. 

16 Ibid, 12.
17 Wordpress stats (5 april 2012) <http://en.wordpress.com/stats/>.
18 Web articles, ‘are there too many blogs?’ (14 July 2011) <http://www.templatesold.com/articles/

web-design/are-there-too-many-blogs/>
19 About Us (5 april, 2012) tumblr<http://www.tumblr.com/about>.
20 State of the Blogosphere Part 1 technorati (4 november 2011) <http://technorati.com/social-media/

article/state-of-the-blogosphere-2011-part1/>
21 homero gil de zúñiga et al, ‘blogging as a Journalistic practice: a model linking 

perception, motivation, and behavior’ (2011) 12(5) Journalism 586; alfred hermida, 
‘social Journalism: exploring how social media is shaping Journalism’ in eugenia 
siapera and andreas Veglis (eds), The Handbook of Global Online Journalism (John 
Wiley and sons, 2012), 309.

22 marcus messner and bruce garrison,‘study shows some blogs affect traditional news 
media agendas’ (2011) 32 (3)Newspaper Research Journal 112; ryan fuller et al, HuffPo 
Bloggers Raise Status and Pay Concerns:Responses to the AOL-Huffington Post Merger 
(carsey-Wolf center media Industries project, 2011). 

23 for a comprehensive overview of subscribing and functions, see amy mollett, danielle moran and 
patrick dunleavy, Using Twitter in University Research, Teaching and Impact Activities: A Guide 
for Academics and Researchers (london school of economics public policy group, september 
2011).
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twopblog, a twitter analyst, reported twitter’s 500 millionth account in february 2012.24 It 
does point out that this figure is contested: not all accounts are ‘active,’ that is they do not follow 
anyone and they have no followers. an active user would be a user who not just reads tweets 
but also sends them. It is impossible to gauge how many active users there are. even those who 
do not actively send messages may be peripherally participating by following the stream of a 
particular person or topic area. It is probably impossible to gauge how many would use twitter 
in this way. In any case, the number of tweets per day has jumped from 27 million in november 
2009, to 290 million in february 201225 though again there is no way to determine how many of 
these were personally crafted, representing genuine engagement by real people, and how many 
were automatically generated, or ‘spam’.

In addition to those who are either active on twitter or who join up simply to look at it, the 
medium has influence beyond its own platform. It is possible to embed tweets within a website 
– or a learning management platform such as blackboard or moodle.26 In the case of both 
blogs and microblogs of course, their popularity does not validate the source or the information 
presented. principles of information literacy still apply and judgements need to be made about 
the quality of information at every turn.27 however the sheer volume of blogging and tweeting 
means that we cannot ignore it as a potential source of information. In addition, this raw data 
ignores what is arguably the real value in these media: that of connectedness, networking and 
multiplexity.

b. Multiplexity in the Medium
the focus so far in describing blogging and microblogging has been on the media as a means of 
disseminating information: through a blog post or a tweet, and the receipt by the viewer of that 
information. this implies a passive engagement as the reader, or an active engagement insofar 
as dissemination of information is concerned. While this offers obvious benefits for those who 
participate, this description fails to capture the social aspects of these media. of particular 
interest here, are these media’s capacity to facilitate networks. 

a network is a set of relations, and within a social network, ‘friendship, love, money, power, 
ideas and even disease’ might pass between members.28In the educational context, network 
theory might describe the lecture theatre or perhaps the wider university campus as a ‘closed 
box network’.29 this implies a limitation to the number of people with whom a student may 
form relationships. the limitation arises through the proximity of students and academics to 
one another through location and through enrolment. there is also a limitation as to the roles 
undertaken by members of such a network – for example, the network would consist perhaps of 
students and academic staff, but not members of the profession.

24 adrianus,‘an estimate of active twitter accounts per ultimo february 2012’(5 march, 2012) 
twopblog<http://www.twopblog.com/2012/03/estimate-of-active-twitter-accounts-per.html>; Joann 
pan, Will You Be Twitter’s 500 Millionth User? [Updated] (23 february 2012) mashable social 
media<http://mashable.com/2012/02/22/twitters-500-million-user/>; nicholas carson, How Many 
Users does Twitter REALLY Have?(31 march 2011) business Insider<http://articles.businessinsider.
com/2011-03-31/tech/30049251_1_twitter-accounts-active-twitter-user-simple-answer>.

25 ben cherry, Twitter: How Many Tweets Per Day Are There on Twitter?(21 January, 2012) 
Quora<http://www.quora.com/twitter-1/how-many-tweets-per-day-are-there-on-twitter>.

26 for instructions on embedding a twitter ‘widget’, see About Twitter – Widgetstwitter <https://
twitter.com/about/resources/widgets>. 

27 cass r sunstein, Infotopia: How Many Minds Produce Knowledge (oxford university press, 
2006). for a critique of unmediated online information, see andrew Keen, The Cult of the Amateur 
(nicholas brealey publishing, 2008).

28 charles Kadushin, understanding social networks: theories, concepts and findings (oxford 
university press, 2012), 3-4.

29 Ibid, 17.
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While work placements, internships, clinical legal education and careers events will provide 

opportunities for widening students’ networks, social media provides an even wider opportunity. 
this is where the notion of multiplexity arises.

‘Multiplexity recognizes that there may be many networks that connect, in different ways...’30 
this can occur in relation to the roles that people have – so a fellow student in a network 
might also be a friend – but also in relation to the content that passes between members of the 
network. In the latter case, this could be personal support, course information or information 
about employment.31

this term therefore encompasses some of the ideas implicit in the focus on student engagement 
in learning – not just through the formal curriculum, but also through social contacts and wider 
support, or, an informal curriculum. that is to say, the higher education literature recognizes the 
need for multiplexity in students’ networking: a variety of roles and connections amongst their 
networks to support their learning.32 In capturing the complexity of the types of roles played 
in the support of student learning, the term also has the capacity to represent the importance of 
student engagement with the profession.

If limited to the physical world, such networks have the capacity to be multiplex, but this 
is contained within the strictures of geography. the virtual world frees the student and the 
academic from these limitations, opening up an almost unlimited capacity for new networks in 
both the content and types of engagement, and the identity or role of those in the network. the 
authors themselves represent part of a network, and detail their own experiences as evidence of 
the potential of blogging and microblogging in the educational and academic context.

III. lIfe In The BloGoSpheRe

In conceiving and writing this paper, the three writers seek to exemplify the very 
interconnectedness we feel is possible, mediated through Ict tool of micro-blogging in 
particular. our initial connection through twitter has resulted in sharing and collaboration in 
blogs, and finally through presenting and writing in a more conventional academic medium of 
a face to face conference.

after seeing increasing twitter traffic about the utility of blogging for academics,33 and our 
shared observation of the development of intellectual and academic ideas and personae via 
the twitter medium, we felt that our journeys – individual, intersecting and shared – might 
themselves provide data to support others in their own experimentation with these media. We 
do this through the methodology of auto ethnography.34

somewhat more than a simple case study of the authors’ own practice, auto ethnography is ‘a 
qualitative research method that utilizes data about self and its context to gain an understanding 
of the connectivity between self and others within the same context.’35 use of this methodology 
aims then to articulate our common experience in the use of these media and to extrapolate from 

30 Ibid, 28.
31 Ibid, 36.
32 for examples see gráinne conole and panagiota alevizou, A Literature Review of the Use of Web 

2.0 Tools in Higher Education (the open university, 2010).
33 sam roggeveen, Why Academics Should Blog(16 february 2012) the Interpreter<http://www.

lowyinterpreter.org/post/2012/02/16/Why-academics-should-blog.aspx>; patrick dunleavy and 
chris gilson, Five minutes with Patrick Dunleavy and Chris Gilson: “Blogging is Quite Simply, 
One of the Most Important Things That an Academic Should be Doing Right Now” (24 february 
2012) london school of economics<http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2012/02/24/
five-minutes-patrick-dunleavy-chris-gilson/>; sinclair davidson, Why Academics Should Blog (28 
february 2011) blog central<http://raws.adc.rmit.edu.au/~e81843/blog2/?p=80>.

34 leon anderson, ‘analytic autoethnography’ (2006) 35(4) Journal of Contemporary Ethnography 
373 compares ‘evocative’ autoethnography with ‘analytical’ autoethnography – this article tends to 
the former as a precursor to the latter.

35 above, n 14 [3].
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this a narrative around the idea of such media and the practice involved. the authors see this 
methodology as an extension of the idea of the reflective practitioner, who through reflection 
seeks to develop a rationale for practice and to take informed actions.36

a. Networking in the ‘Twitterverse’
While each of the authors joined twitter for a variety of personal and professional reasons, our 
interests have caused us to connect as part of a larger network of legal educators and lawyers – and 
indeed a network on a number of different levels. each of the authors is part of a twitter network 
with ‘fuzzy’ boundaries – there are few silos here. our lists of followers include solicitors, 
barristers, academic lawyers, teachers, educational academics, phd candidates, official feeds 
from legal organisations (including courts), statutory bodies, government departments, non-
government organisations, students (not only our own), musicians, artists, writers, film-makers, 
inventors, journalists, commentators and interested and interesting members of the public. 
some of these feeds are ‘strictly business’, however many tend to blur personal and professional 
domains by declaring opinions, tastes, and dispositions. through engaging in these networks – 
both reading and tweeting – each of us has seen value in taking a cross-disciplinary approach 
to most topics.

for two of us (greaves and galloway) in particular, this network has broadened our capacity 
to engage with those sharing similar interests. greaves is presently a full time phd candidate 
working often from remote locations, and galloway works at a smaller regional university. 
In each case, contact with those who share intellectual interest is limited geographically. 
microblogging facilitates a much broader network.

twitter supports our research by connecting us to global networks of academics involved 
in subject matter that is the same or similar or complementary to our own. each of us has 
experienced productive interactions with academic and practising lawyers, at all levels of 
experience and seniority, all around the world. galloway for example interacts with property 
law academics in the uK who share an interest in teaching the subject through the concept 
of sustainability. castan is part of an extensive global human rights network of academics, 
practitioners and ngos that provides a forum for ideas. for all of us though, engagement with 
lawyers and legal thinkers internationally that is regardless of location, highlights the utility of 
this medium for connecting globally.

Interactions can consist of simply sharing (or re-tweeting) a link to a blog post or peer-
reviewed article, or a pithy comment; or they can involve extended discussions with one or more 
other correspondents. some discussions earn their own hashtag (a search term connector), and 
this allows participants to ‘tie’ their tweets to a topic for as long as they desire. some hash tags 
are perpetual (for example: #auslaw, #legaled, #phdchat), some are event-driven (for example: 
#alta2012) others emerge from the ongoing discussion (eg #multiplexity). sometimes tweets 
take a surprising turn – on one occasion a frivolous tweet, ‘I’m imagining bourdieu and latour 
having an arm wrestle’ – elicited a response from one north american academic with a direction 
to useful literature about a theoretical dispute that might otherwise have gone unnoticed.

Importantly, and as a facet of multiplexity, the professional networks developed on 
twitter – exemplified by our co-authorship of this paper – are also networks of friendship 
and professional support and of those who share other common interests. these relationships 
provide ongoing inspiration and support, and ‘constructive confrontation’ that challenge our 
assumptions and complacencies. perhaps reflecting the collegiate nature of the workplace or the 
student experience, this online environment provides opportunities for layered interactions and 
a connection, a sense of community that in our experience, can enhance teaching, learning and 

36 stephen d brookfield, becoming a critically reflective teacher, (Jossey bass, 1995), 45; donald a. 
schön, The Reflective Practitioner: How Professionals Think in Action (arena, 1995).
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thinking.37 notably none of us uses twitter, or micro-blogging, alone – each of us extends our 
capacity to engage with these networks through our own blogs.

b. Blogs as a Scholarly Tool
again, each of the authors’ blogs reflects our own particular interests and slightly different 
rationale for engagement in the medium – though in each case, a scholarly approach is adopted 
that allows us to engage with diverse and global networks, including with our own students.38 
a blog offers this opportunity for engagement by allowing people to read and comment on the 
material when and where it suits them, that is, without constraint by organisational or geographical 
boundaries. additionally, it allows publication of scholarly work without the strictures and time 
lags of conventional academic publishing.39 each time a blog post is published the author sends 
a link out via twitter, promoting ‘traffic’ to the blog post and discussion both on twitter and via 
comments on the blog itself.

as a journal-type format, each of us finds the blog as a medium ideal for sharing ideas,40 
clarifying our own thinking, and as way of keeping track of ideas as they develop. this can be 
seen in particular on pleagle trainer blog, and curl, which each author uses to develop thinking 
around their phd research and teaching.41

pleagle trainer blog is mostly focused on the topic of teaching and other aspects of practical 
legal training, which might be treated as a cognate of clinical legal education in jurisdictions 
outside of australia. greaves is especially interested in the use of Ict as part of a blended 
instructional design, and is also interested in evidence-based approaches to teaching methods 
that are useful to teachers in practical legal training. more recently he has been researching 
a sociologically informed approach to the scholarship of teaching in practical legal training. 
at first glance the audience for this blog would be a niche of those interested in the research 
and scholarship of teaching practical legal training, however people involved in teaching at 
law school, clinical legal education field, continuing legal education, and general education, 
in australia and overseas (mostly the united Kingdom, canada, and the united states) visit or 
subscribe to the blog.

curl started more recently as a vehicle to express ideas relevant to the author’s teaching and 
research interests – notably property law, legal education and women in law. It offers a means 
of communicating immediately on the topic of the day and like pleagle trainer blog, offers 
a repository of thoughts to generate broader discussion and also to map thinking over time. 
galloway’s blog posts, both here and guest posts elsewhere, are included in her university’s 
e-research depository as scholarly articles.

as a teaching tool the blog provides a model for students of engagement in legal issues. It 
is used as a point of reference for class discussion, and as a means of guiding potential honours 
students in their thinking about various topics. for example, galloway provides students with 
links to posts in curl that relate to what she is teaching. students have provided feedback of 
both the usefulness and the motivation for learning of various posts. more widely, the blog is 
read by both australian and international audiences of lawyers, academics, other students and 

37 conole and alevizou, above n 32, 16.
38 tanya golash-boza, So, You Want to Start an Academic Blog? Four Tips to Know Before You 

Start(17 february 2011) get a life, phd<http://getalifephd.blogspot.com.au/2011/02/so-you-want-
to-start-academic-blog-four.html>.

39 dunleavy and gilson, above n 33; david gauntlett, How to Move Towards a System that looks 
to “Publish Then Filter” Academic Research (10 July 2012) lse Impact of social sciences 
blog<http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2012/07/10/publish-then-filter-research/>.

40 david mcKenzie and berkozler, Academic Blogs are Proven to Increase Dissemination of 
Economic Research and Improve Impact(15 november 2011) london school of economics<http://
blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2011/11/15/world-bank-dissemination/>.

41 Kristoffer greaves, Pleagle Trainer Blog<http://thekglawyerblog.com/ptblog/>; Kate galloway, 
Curl <http://katgallow.blogspot.com.au/>.
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non-lawyers. this is evidenced not only through the comments on the blog, but also through 
discussions on twitter in response to each post. In terms of reach, curl has attracted over 
15,000 hits since January 2012 mainly from australia, the us, uK and canada, but also from 
elsewhere. While there is not a direct connection with each reader, this nonetheless represents a 
large market for ideas coming from a small regional city.

amicae curiae42 was started by castan and a colleague, as an adjunct to some published 
research on the expectations and motivations of law students.43 It invites guest bloggers to post 
around its theme of ‘discussing the role of women in the law, in legal education, as students, 
as academics, and within the legal profession’.44 It seeks to fill the gap between a blind peer-
reviewed journal and the lecture theatre, and encourages submissions and conversation. In this 
way, the blog engages a wide international and australian audience in contemporary feminist 
legal issues. In this blog and in curl, posts have attracted the attention of online media outlets 
from time to time,45 affording an additional avenue of publishing and an even larger audience, 
on issues as they arise.

IV. MICRo/BloGGInG In The ACAdeMy

our respective (and collective) experience on twitter and blogging is borne out by the literature 
on social media in higher education. While there is some evidence that facebook is regarded by 
students as a social space, differentiated from the learning environment,46 there is a growing 
body of literature supporting the use of Web 2.0 technologies generally in an educational 
context. naturally, the considerations for using these tools as a teaching medium are similar to 
using other forms of Ict as a teaching medium. the medium is not the message, and it is only 
used to facilitate teaching and learning.47

In the contemporary higher education context, the role of the academic as teacher has become 
more of a facilitator of student learning than the resident expert.�48 While social engagement 
between student and academic via social media may not be attractive to students, the blurred 
boundaries between teacher and learner such as those we have observed, and the extended 
collegiate network available via Web 2.0 technologies including twitter and blogging, do 

42 AmicaeCuriae<http://amicaecuriae.com/>.
43 melissa castan and Jeannie paterson, ‘from supergirl to Invisible Woman: the divide between 

student perception and professional reality in corporate legal practice’ (2010) 35(3) Alternative 
Law Journal 138; melissa castan et al, ‘early optimism? first-year law students’ Work expectations 
and aspirations’ (2010) 20 (1 and 2) Legal Education Review 1.

44 About Usamicae curiae <http://amicaecuriae.com/about/>.
45 see egKate galloway, Anglican Marriage Changes: Why Asking Wife to ‘Submit’ over ‘Obey’ is a 

Dangerous Development(27 august, 2012) Women’s agenda <http://www.womensagenda.com.
au/talking-about/opinions/anglican-marriage-changes-why-asking-wife-to-submit-over-obey-is-a-
dangerous-development/20120826459>.

46 conole and alevizou, above n 32, 62. In contrast, see mdroblyer et al, ‘findings on facebook in 
higher education: a comparison of college faculty and student uses and perceptions of social 
networking sites’ (2010) 13 Internet and Higher Education 134.

47 for an introduction to instructional design considerations, see: michael r. simonson et al, Teaching 
and Learning at a Distance : Foundations of Distance Education (4th ed, allyn & bacon, 2009) 
xix, 374.

48 regina bento et al, ‘fostering online student participation’ (2005) 2(7)Journal of College Teaching 
& Learning31; nada dabbagh and rick rio, ‘the Impact of Web 2.0 on higher education’ in daniel 
W surry, James r stefurak and robert m gray (eds), Technology Integration in Higher Education: 
Social and Organizational Aspects (IgI global, 2010), 174; abbas foroughi, ‘a research framework 
for evaluating the effectiveness of Implementations of social media in higher education’ (2011) 
V(1) Online Journal of Workforce Education and Development 1
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facilitate a less formal learning environment.49this environment could be harnessed within the 
classroom, but in particular as we have observed it, most effectively as an adjunct to support 
student learning and connectedness.50

such an environment whether formal or informal, has been shown to foster collaboration 
skills in student cohorts51– again, with multiple possible networks. collaboration is recognised 
as a vital (indeed, threshold) skill for law graduates52 though it has sometimes been a challenge 
to incorporate and assess in the classroom, particularly in the law curriculum.53 the evidence 
concerning social media as a means of fostering collaboration suggests this tool might usefully be 
incorporated into the law curriculum to facilitate not just student engagement, but collaboration 
also.

Importantly however, use of these tools needs to start ‘at home’ and it is challenging indeed 
to consider how an academic could incorporate these tools into instructional design, or facilitate 
student use without themselves having experience in the media. the first step would be to set 
up a twitter account.54 relevantly, consider whether this will be a personal or professional 
account (or a combination). It is of course possible to have more than one account. consider 
also the risks, and legal and professional ethics consequences of this form of engagement 
with students and others.55 one might flippantly say there is only one rule on social media, 
‘act professionally’, however it is worth investigating in more detail what is reasonable and 
appropriate for your workplace.56

becoming globally connected through twitter to: exchange, discuss, or collaborate on ideas 
takes only a little effort and time. through twitter it is possible to connect to other students, 
teachers, researchers and academics with a range of experience and expertise living and working 
in a variety of circumstances. for example: 

49 foroughi, above n 48; grace saw and Wendy abbott, ‘social media for International students: It’s 
not all about facebook’ (paper presented at the 33rd annual Iatul conference., singapore, 4-7 
June, 2012) 

50 linda W friedman and hershey h friedman, ‘Worlds collide: exploring the use of social media 
technologies for online learning’ (paper presented at the decision sciences Institute conference, 
november 2011); stefan hrastinski and aghaeenaghmeh, ‘how are campus students using social 
media to support their studies? an explorative Interview study’ (2012) 17(4) Education and 
Information Technologies 451; stephen colbran and tony gilding,‘on-line learning in australian 
law schools’ (forthcoming).more information needed on this paper.

51 see for example, evrim baran and ana-paula correia, ‘student-led facilitation strategies in online 
discussions’, (2009) 30(3) Distance Education 339; Jane e brindley, christine Walti, and lisa m 
blaschke, ‘creating effective collaborative learning groups in an online environment’ (2009) 10(3)
International Review of Research in Open and Distance Learning; gerald f hess, ‘collaborative 
course design: not my course, not their course, but our course (humanizing legal education 
symposium)’ (2008) 47(2)Washburn Law Journal 367; andrea solimeno et al, ‘the Influence of 
students and teachers characteristics on the efficacy of face-to-face and computer supported 
collaborative learning’, (2008) 51(1) Computers & Education 109.

52 sally Kift, mark Israel and rachael field, ‘bachelor of laws learning and teaching academic 
standards statement’ (australian learning and teaching council, 2010).

53 elizabeth handsley, ‘good practice guide (bachelor of laws) collaboration skills’ 
(altc, 2011).

54 mollet, moran and dunleavy, above n 23.
55 see melissa castan and oyielalitaba, ‘lawyers conduct and social media: tips and traps’ (2012) 

10 Precedent 18.
56 angus macinnis, ‘guilt Written all over your facebook: liability for publication in social media’, 

(2011) 49 (5) Law Society Journal 30. many universities do not yet have social media policies, for 
an example see monash university, Social Media Procedure(october 2011)<http://policy.monash.
edu.au/policy-bank/management/global-engagement/social-media-procedures.html>.
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• Investigate the use of twitter hash tags and lists and think about how these can be used 
as teaching and learning or research tools, investigating what established users are doing 
with these tools. 

• consider using a unique hash tag for your class group, for example #adminlaw101, and 
instruct students to include the hash tag in their tweets around the class topic. 

• some academics use twitter as a way of making announcements, or posting leads to 
current developments relevant to the class topic (in addition to, or in support of the online 
learning management system).

If embedding twitter into subject design, existing literature concerning the use of computer-
mediated discussions in teaching may assist. this includes the instruction (and the ground rules) 
involving twitter. In particular, see substantial literature around the community of inquiry 
framework approach to online discussions.57

most learning management systems incorporate a blog that can be used in subject design 
to promote student learning,58 however based on our own experience, blogging independently 
of the formal curriculum has proved an excellent way to understand how this medium can be 
incorporated into instructional design. our own blogging demonstrates to students how this 
form of expression can be undertaken. 

there are however many scholarly legal blogs available to showcase almost every legal 
topic to students as a means of connecting students with a wider world of discipline knowledge 
and evidence of applied legal thinking.59 as with twitter, such blogs can be linked via the 
learning management system and students can follow these as they see fit, contributing to 
students developing their own personal learning environment.

V. ConCluSIon

the evolution of the academy and the nature of the contemporary student and graduate, is 
never far from the national conversation. In the law school, evidence is mounting as to the 
impact of increasing student disengagement with their cohort and with a sense of professional 
or discipline identity.60 likewise, the capacity of academic staff to engage in multiple roles 
of teaching, research and engagement is stretched. While the internet and its tools are not a 
panacea for the woes of the academy, they do afford a range of opportunities for a more engaged 
scholarly community. In the authors’ experience, both twitter (microblogging) and blogging 
open a global conversation about the law, about learning and indeed about anything of interest.

these social media platforms can be used creatively to supplement conventional educational 
practice to generate collaborative communications beyond the limitations of physical classes 

57 for an introduction to the community of inquiry framework, see: d randy garrison and Walter 
archer, ‘a theory of community of Inquiry’, in michael g moore (ed), Handbook of Distance 
Education (2nd ed, lawrence erlbaum associates, 2007), 77. for examples of studies involving the 
community of inquiry framework, see: Jb arbaugh, arthur bangert, and martha cleveland-Innes, 
‘subject matter effects and the community of Inquiry (coI) framework: an exploratory study’ 
(2010) 12(1-2) The Internet and Higher Education 37; Walter archer, ‘beyond online discussions: 
extending the community of Inquiry framework to entire courses’ (2010) 13(1) Internet and 
Higher Education 69; Karen c Williams, Kari morgan, and bruce a cameron, ‘how do students 
define their roles and responsibilities in online learning group projects?’ (2011) 32(1) Distance 
Education 49.

58 black, above n 15.
59 melissa castan, Finding Australian Law Blogs (28 april, 2012) amicae curiae<http://amicaecuriae.

com/2012/04/28/finding-australian-law-blogs/>.
60 carole silver, amy garver and lindsay Watkins, ‘unpacking the apprenticeship of professional 

Identity and purpose: Insights from the law school survey of student engagement’ (2011) 17 
The Journal of the Legal Writing Institute 373; molly o’brien, stephen tang and Kath hall, ‘no 
time to lose: negative Impact on law student Wellbeing may begin in year one’ (2011) 2(2) The 
International Journal of the First Year in Higher Education 49.
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or traditional printed media, allowing even the most reticent first-year student to engage with 
an appellate judge, and the law lecturer to reach an expanded community of practice. these 
platforms can provide additional forums for professional development and greatly expand 
legal networks and resources. thus we advocate these platforms as a means of enhancing the 
multiplexity of students’ educational engagement, developing a variety of roles and connections 
amongst their networks in order to support their learning. our own experience in these networks 
demonstrates the capacity for collaborative and connected intellectual discourse to arise, as well 
as a multiplex, supportive and collegiate environment within which to learn and of course to 
share.
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